VIA FERRATA, ZIP-LINE & SKYLODGE
SERVICE

Arequipa (Colca)
Zipline, Scenic circuit
Zipline, Extreme circuit
Zipline, Monster circuit
Cusco (Sacred Valley)
Via Ferrata
Zip-line
Via Ferrata & Zip-line
Via ferrata y/o zip-line & Skylodge
*S = standard; A = adventure; E =
Breakfast

Box lunch

LENGTH

DEPARTURE

PAX

SEASON

LEVEL

TYPE*

PVT

1h

Daily

1/8

All year round

Easy

S/A

PVT

1.30h

Daily

1/8

All year round

Easy

S/A

PVT

2h

Daily

1/8

All year round

Easy

S/A

PVT / SIC

5-6h

Daily

1/+

All year round

Moderate

S/A

PVT / SIC

5-6h

Daily

1/+

All year round

Easy

S/A

PVT / SIC

7-8h

Daily

1/+

All year round

Moderate

S/A

PVT / SIC

2d/1n

Daily

2/8

All year round

Easy-Moderate

S/A

special; L = luxury

Lunch

Dinner

AREQUIPA (COLCA): ZIPLINE, SCENIC CIRCUIT
Routes: 02
Total Length: 600 meters
Maximum height: 45 meters
Maximum speed: 50 kph
Speed Control: Mechanical brakes operated by the staff
Hike: less than 4 minutes
Duration: approx. 30 minutes

AREQUIPA (COLCA): ZIPLINE, EXTREME CIRCUIT
Routes: 04
Total Length: More than 1200 meters
Maximum height: 100 meters
Maximum speed: 90 kph
Speed Control: braking parachutes, braking gloves, mechanical brakes on arrival.
Hike: 13 minutes
Duration: 60 Minutes (depending on the number of passengers you have)

AREQUIPA (COLCA): ZIPLINE, MONSTER CIRCUIT
Travel: 06
Total Length: More than 2000 meters
Maximum height: 160 meters
Maximum speed: 90 kph
Speed Control: braking parachutes, braking gloves, mechanical brakes on arrival
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Walk: 25 minutes in short sections. The longest stretch can take 15 minutes and includes climbing upstairs
on the rock wall. The stairs add adrenaline as one of them is almost 20 meters high and is practically
vertical.
Duration: 90 minutes
NOTE: These tours can be added in the programs of 2 and 3 days at Colca.
THE PROGRAMS AT AREQUIPA (COLCA) INCLUDE
Transfers / Guide / Zipline equipment
THE PROGRAMS AT AREQUIPA (COLCA) DO NOT INCLUDE
Overnights at Colca

CUSCO (SACRED VALLEY): VIA FERRATA
Transfer from Cusco or the Sacred Valley to Pachar, place where the climbing starts. After reaching the site,
delivering the equipment and receiving a safety briefing, the rock climbing starts at 300 feet. When you get
to the top and taking advantage of the amazing scenery offered by the Sacred Valley, we will have a box
lunch. Upon return, a 100-meter mountain rappel is offered to make this adventure a complete experience.
Finally, transfer to hotel in Cusco or Sacred Valley.
Anyone in good health and that can handle the height of the stairs can perform this activity. The minimum
age for the Sacred Valley Via Ferrata is 6 years old.
Safety: The equipment used allows the person to remain always tied up to a lifeline, which in this case is a
steel cable. Through the Via Ferrata grid, the person can easily go up the road ensuring oneself with the
safety snap hook system. Furthermore, one is always accompanied by a mountain guide.

CUSCO (SACRED VALLEY): ZIP-LINE
Transfer from Cusco or the Sacred Valley to Pachar, place where the flight adventure begins. After reaching
the wall, delivering the equipment and receiving the safety briefing, the zip-line that counts on 6 lines or
cables of 100 to 500 meters for a total of 2000 meters starts in a safe and fun way. The guide engages the
person to the cables by means of a pulley fixed to the harness. To reach the first cable, you should make a
beautiful walk of 35 minutes, parts equipped with Via Ferrata, to provide maximum security and confidence
to our passengers. Finally, transfer to hotel in Cusco or Sacred Valley.

CUSCO (SACRED VALLEY): VIA FERRATA & ZIP-LINE
Transfer from Cusco or the Sacred Valley to Pachar, where you get the equipment and safety briefing. The
adventure starts with the Via Ferrata (1.30h). Then descend to the zip-line (3h). Finally, transfer to hotel in
Cusco or Sacred Valley.
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THE PROGRAMS AT CUSCO INCLUDE
Private transportation from/to hotel in Cusco or Sacred Valley / Spanish-English speaking guide / Via Ferrata
gear (standard climbing harness, helmet, gloves and a double system with specially designed dissipater
strength for climbing Via Ferrata) / Zip-line equipment (canopy harness, canopy- pulley set, belt and 3
safety snap hooks - helmet, gloves and a Via Ferrata set) / Box lunch / Departure from Cusco to all
activities: 8am.
THE PROGRAMS AT CUSCO DO NOT INCLUDE
Overnights at Cusco

CUSCO (SACRED VALLEY): VIA FERRATA and/or ZIP-LINE & SKYLODGE
SKYLODGE
At Skylodge Adventure Suites, you will have the chance to sleep within a completely transparent hanging
bedroom that allows you to appreciate the impressive view of this magic and mystic valley.
To sleep at Skylodge, people must climb 400 meters of Via Ferrata or hike an intrepid trail through zip-lines
and it is composed by three exclusive capsule Suites with a total capacity of 8 people. Our vertically hanging
transparent capsule suites are situated at the top of our 1200 ft. mountain with a 300-degree view of the
majestic Sacred Valley. Hand crafted out of aerospace aluminum and weather resistant polycarbonate, each
suite comes complete with four beds, a dining area and a private bathroom. Measuring 24 ft. in length and 8
ft. in height and width, the capsule suites are composed of six windows and 4 ventilation ducts that ensure a
comfortable atmosphere. Safety is insured by having the exit portal located in the upper part of the craft.
The design and features of each suite provides you first class service and complete comfort. The alternative
lighting system consists of four interior lamps and a reading light all powered by solar panels that store
energy in batteries. Each suite has a private bathroom separated from the bedroom by an insulated wall.
Inside is a dry ecological toilet and sink, where you can still enjoy the gorgeous views through the 1.8-meter
diameter dome. The dome also has curtains for privacy from the curious gaze of passing condors (your sky
neighbors). Fine quality mattresses, cotton sheets, down pillows, and quilts ensure a warm and pleasant
night 400 meters from the ground.
1st day | Cusco / Pachar
At 2pm, transfer to Pachar, located in the Sacred Valley (1.30h). Upon arrival, you will receive a safety
briefing and the equipment according the chosen activity (via ferrata or zip-line) to ascent until the
Skylodge. Upon arrival, you will be greeted with a hot drink and receive a safety briefing and you will know
how to use the lodge. Dinner and overnight.
2nd day | Pachar / Cusco
Breakfast. At 11am, we descent rappelling or zip-lining for the transfer to Cusco.
THE PROGRAM INCLUDES
Private transportation from-to hotel in Cusco or Sacred Valley / English speaking guide / Private Skylodge /
Via Ferrata and zip-line equipment / Gourmet dinner with a bottle of wine / Breakfast
THE PROGRAM DOES NOT INCLUDE
Overnights at Cusco
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WE SUGGEST BRINGING
For Via Ferrata or Via Ferrata + Zip-line
Wear light clothing and good shoes (tennis shoes, light hiking boots, etc., no sandals). Note that as you go
up it will be colder and windier, so take extra clothes in a small backpack. Bring at least 2 liters of water.
For Zip-line
Wearing light clothing and good shoes (tennis shoes, light hiking boots, etc..., no sandals). Preferably, wear
pants. A backpack with at least 1 liter of water.
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